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Most of the time I am up to my neck in current new and urgent affairs taking place right 
now, but as we have all learned, history --- even ancient history, has a bearing on today, 
and we need to pay better attention. 

Some years ago when Gobekli Tepe was unearthed from its burial place in Turkey, it 
completely upset our notions of the chronology of human history. Now, we have 
received another key to understanding and dating ancient artifacts:  

https://www.ancientoriginsunleashed.com/p/prehistoric-zodiacal-dating-code?
publication_id=1035345&post_id=113107733&isFreemail=true

Take a minute to really notice and appreciate how this new insight revolutionizes our 
ability to date events and gives substance to ancient history and insight into 
undeciphered ancient languages.  We stand on the verge of being able to interpret both 
dates and symbols appearing on cave walls, petroglyphs, and stele worldwide that have 
defied translation for centuries. 

Will this give us a whole new view of human history? Most likely, because it already has
had tremendous impact on the archeological and astronomical communities that have 
heard the news and began delving into the implications. 

The Cosmic Clock has been the object of study and religion since the earliest times. It 
should not surprise us that the more ancient our reference points become, the more 
varied the animal totem representations of the constellations become, too.  

How else do you explain someone who has never seen a leopard or a lion, nonetheless 
carving remarkable likenesses of both,  on a lonely stone stele standing in an empty field
in northeastern Scotland ten millennia after Gobekli Tepe was purposefully covered over
with millions of tons of dirt?  
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Our appreciation for the "new" ancient dating system is just beginning. 
Like the Rosetta Stone, it will take time for academia to accept the inevitable and begin 
using the new information, but for the rest of us, the magic has already begun and we 
have our first glimpse into the very earliest signs and symbols that have built the world 
we know. 

Pause. Take a breath. 

Reach back to those long ago people who looked up into the sky, and traced the shapes 
of the constellations in the shapes of familiar animals and birds, from their different 
points of reference on the globe.  

Now, we can understand why the Egyptian gods were pictured as they were in 
hieroglyphs, how language became symbolic, and how the stars formed a universal 
vocabulary for early mankind.  

Go here to read more: 

https://www.ancientoriginsunleashed.com/p/prehistoric-zodiacal-dating-code?
publication_id=1035345&post_id=113107733&isFreemail=true
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